Comparison of the

to Traditional Procedures and Fillers

How long does it last?
How long is recovery?

8-12 years
week or so

Face Lifts | Traditional |
Procedures
8-12 years
2 weeks or so

How painful is the recovery?

minimal to no pain

very painful

minimal to no pain

How much pain medication
do they use for this
procedure?

1-2 pain pills to none (not bottles)

1-2 bottles of (45pills) pain
medication

tylenol if any need for
pain medication

Key Points | Questions

How are the Results?

Results are Better more natural.
Volumizing and shaping the face as a
Many times results are pulled
whole and not camouflaging and
and unnatural. Traditional
filling in little parts of the
procedures do not reverse the
convolutions of the raisin. The
process of aging in a natural
YoungVitalizer fills the whole raisin
way.
back to the youthful grape it once
was.

Fillers
6mo to 1 year
3-5 days

Fillers use a camouflage
approach and sometimes
unnatural looks are the
results. Filling small areas
of the convolutions of the
raisin and not the whole
raisin.

Traditional Procedures move
Tissues are moved in the
the Face Upward and
same direction as the
Backward creating the
YoungVitalizer but is done
unnatural and odd look seen
piecemeal and can result
often with these type of
in unnatural looks.
proceedures.

What are the differences in
the general movement of
tissues to rejuvenate?

The Tissues of the Face are Moved
Upward and Outward. Just the
reverse of the Aging Process.

Does it require incisions?

No facial incisions required

Long facial incisions required.
i.e. more recovery!

No facial incisions
required

Does it require anesthesia?

Yes IV sedation

Yes IV sedation

Only local anesthesia is
needed

Risk of complications?

Risks of facial nerve damage,
infections, skin loss, fluid
The YoungVitalizer has much lower
collection, malposition of the
risks than face lifts and traditional
Much lower than face lifts
eyelids, ear deformities,
procedures
scarring much more
prevalent, etc.

Are Drains Required?

No need for drains

Drains are usually always
needed

No need for drains

Risks of Scarring

Much lower than face lifts. No
incisions needed so scarring is much
less.

There is risk of scarring with
the long facial incisions

Risk is essentially none

Costs for the results

50000 or more to achieve the
same results as youngvitalizer
because you would need to
The same amount of
A fraction of the costs of all the
do a brow lift | eye lift | face
rejuvenation with the
traditional procedures that you
lift | mouth rejuvenation
YoungVitalizer would cost
would need to achieve all the results
procedures | etc and you
30000 in fillers and it
possible with the YoungVitalizer. would still not look as good as would last only 6 months
with the YoungVitalizer.
to a year.
Results are also inferior to the
YoungVitalizer.

Improvements in skin

Removes extra skin and thus
The YoungVitalizer achieves
takes away larger folds and
improvement in the skin more than
smaller folds. But does not
minimal to no
any of the procedures that we do
reconstruct the wrinkles back improvement in the skin
including Intense Pulse Light and co2
to how your skin used to be,
laser resurfacing
like the YoungVitalizer.

Improvement in wrinkles

Much more natural improvement
and more Reconstruction of the
actual wrinkles

Removes extra skin and thus
takes away larger folds and
smaller folds. But does not
reconstruct the wrinkles back
to how your skin used to be
like the YoungVitalizer.

Yes but only does it by
plumping the skin and
does less reconstructing
of the skin and wrinkles
than the YoungVitalizer

